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Character Creation
Character Creation follows the standard Savage Worlds Rulebook with only minor changes.

Creation Summary
1) Race The default race is Human like in SWD. 

2) Point of Origin: Decide on your nationality and native tongue.

3) Traits
You start with d4 in each attribute and have 5 points with which to raise them. Raising an attribute one die type costs 1 point
You have 15 points for skills. Each die type in a skill costs 1 point up to the linked attribute. Going over the linked attribute costs 2  
points per level.

4) Derived Statistics
Pace is 6” 
Parry is equal to 2 plus half your Fighting. 
Charisma is a combination of your characters appearance, manner, and general likeability. It is added to Persuasion and Streetwise 
rolls. Your Charisma modifier is +0 unless changed by Edges or hindrances. 
Toughness is equal to 2 plus half your Vigor. 
Requisition starts as 2. Each rank above novice raises requisition by 1 XXX (Link to resource management is described)

5) Edges & Hindrances
You gain additional points for taking up to one Major Hindrance (2 points) and two Minor Hindrances (1 point each). 

For 2 points you can:

• Gain another attribute point

• Choose an Edge
For 1 point you can:

• Gain another skill point

• Gain 1 requisition

6) Gear & Wealth
Equipment  is  not  bought  but  issued  from the  Yard.  Characters  do  not  start  with any cash  but  a  new characteristic  called  
Requisition. (see derived Statistics). Personal Funds are assumed to be at middle income level unless the character has hindrances 
or edges that say otherwise (Poverty or Rich/Filthy Rich or Noble)

7) Languages
Every character begins the game with the ability to speak in a number of languages up to half his smarts die in addition to his  
native tongue.

8) Background Details
Add in any more background details you like.

Skill Changes
Most skills remain unchanged from SWD. The following changes have been made to better fit a Modern Pulp Horror Setting

Unavailable Skills

Healing is replaced by a similar skill of a different name.
Climbing and Swimming are removed.

New Skills

Athletics (Strength)
This skill covers Swimming, Climbing, and general Athletics

Medicine (Smarts)
This skill encompasses everything from first aid to surgery to psychiatry. The most important applications are General Medicine, First  

Aid, Diagnosis Pathology, Psychology, and Surgery
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Security (Smarts)
Need to disable an Alarm? Hack into a computer? Manipulate a security camera? This is the skill for you! 

Available Knowledge Skills
Knowledge Skills are absolutely setting depended and the GM has always the last word. These are suggested for a John Sinclair game.

Knowledge (Occult)
The theories of the supernatural, evil cults, ancient tomes, and whispered formulas.

Knowledge (Religion)
The theory and practice of the worlds religions. 

Knowledge (History)
This covers the known history from all over the world and all times. 

Edges and Hindrances
The following Hindrances are not available: Doubting Thomas

The following Edges are not available: Champion, Gadgeteer, Holy/Unholy Warrior, Mentalist, Power Points, Power Surge, Rapid 
Recharge, Wizard

There are only two Arcane Backgrounds available: True Faith and Incantation 

Hindrances

Changed Hindrances

Poverty (Minor)
As there are no actual funds in place this is actually reflecting on the lifestyle of the character. He probably has no car and lives in a  

cheap one room apartment in a shady area of town.

New Hindrances

Bullet Magnet (Major)
Sometimes a person just winds up in the wrong place at the wrong time. Some people seem to make a habit out of it. This unfortunate  

soul is hit by accidental fire (using the Innocent Bystander rules) on a 1–2 for single-shot weapons, and a 1–3 for shotguns or full-auto  
fire.

Jumpy (Minor)
Every little thing makes this individual nervous and scared. Any time there’s a sudden noise, shock, or surprise, the Jumpy hero must  

make a Fear test.

Victim (Minor or Major)
We’ve all seen the movies. Some lone hero or heroine is destined to survive while her friends are slowly picked off  one by one. Your  

hero is one of the “unlucky ones”. Anytime the group encounters a hostile threat and there’s no clear indication another individual should 
be the target, this character draws the short straw. As a Major Hindrance, she’s the first target and all her Soak rolls are made at –1.

Edges

Changed Edges

Rich/Filthy Rich and Noble
The Character does not gain additional funds however his lifestyle and readily available funds are assumed to be in the appropriate  

range. While a normal character might have a used station wagon as a car, the rich one will drive an expensive sports car, while the filthy  
rich one might have several vehicles and access to an airplane.
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Scholar
Instead of gaining +2 to two knowledge skills the character chooses 2 specializations for any two of his knowledge skills. When this  

specialization is called upon the character receives a +2 on his roll.

Example:  The  Character  chooses  “Roman  Empire”  as  his  specializations  on  Knowledge  (History)  and  “Catholicism”  as  his  
specialization on Knowledge (Religion). Whenever a roll is required that would logically fall under one of these two topics the character  
receives the bonus on his roll.

New Edges 

Arcane Background: True Faith (Specialization)
Requirements: Novice
True Faith is the power to believe in your god an religion in such a profound way that you can influence the world around you and harm  

creatures and enemies of your faith. When you take this edge you have to choose which religion is yours. Catholicism is quiet different  
from ancient Egyptian believes. Your religion is also the trapping of your Miracles. Details can be found in the Miracles & Magic Chapter.

Arcane Background: Ritual Magic
Requirements: Novice
Everyone can learn the ancient rites of dark wizardry if he only has access to the old tomes. Being able to word them correctly , perform 

the right gestures and follow obscure procedures to create a tangible effect is an entirely different matter. Details can be found in the 
Miracles & Magic Chapter.

Authority (Specialization)
Requirements: Novice, some kind of badge or identification
Authority grants +2 to Charisma in scenes where you have some kind of lever to use. This can be a policeman flashing his badge to get  

a statement or a Journalist showing his press pass to gain entry to an event. If your chosen type of Authority is not recognized in the area  
you are in you do not receive said bonus. With NPCs opposed to your authority you actually suffer a -2 on your Charisma instead.

Exorcist
Requirements: Novice, Arcane Background (Miracles), Spirit d8+, Faith d10+
The character is a member of  the clergy trained to drive demonic spirits from human bodies. Anytime he makes an opposed Spirit or  

Faith test versus demons or supernaturally evil forces, he adds +4 to his roll.

Monster Hunter (Specialization)
Requirements: Seasoned, Spirit d6+
The character  is  completely immune to  Fear  checks  from one broad  type  of  creature,  such  as  ghosts,  werewolves,  vampires,  or 

constructs. If  applied to spellcasters, it includes the  fear spell as well. The Game Master is the final arbiter of whether or not the Edge  
applies to a particular horror. The Edge may be taken multiple times, each applying to a different creature type.

Possible specializations are: Celestials, Daemons, Elementals, Ghosts, Ghouls, Minor Undead, Mummies, Mythical Beasts, Vampires, 
Werewolves

Monster Tracker (Specialization)
Requirements: Seasoned, Spirit d6+, Investigation d8+, Knowledge (Occult) d6+, 
You  are  specialized  in  hunting  a  specific  type  of  monster.  You  receive  a  +1  to  all  Investigation,  Notice,  Streetwise,  Tracking,  

Knowledge rolls against the chosen enemy type. 

Possible specializations are: Celestials, Daemons, Elementals, Ghosts, Ghouls, Minor Undead, Mummies, Mythical Beasts, Vampires, 
Werewolves

One of the Chosen
Requirements: Novice, Spirit d6+
Your investigator gains either a +1 to attack rolls vs. supernatural evil or they suffer a –1 penalty to attack rolls to hit him—your choice.  
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You may take this Edge a second time but only after achieving a new Rank to gain the other ability.

Requisition
Requirements: Novice
This edge can be taken multiple times. Each time it is taken it provides 2 more point of requisition.

Relentless
Requirements: Novice, Spirit d8+
Your slayer is truly driven to defeat evil. He must seek it out wherever he suspects it lies, and brooks no interference from those he 

thinks bar his way. In exchange for this dogged determination and  unflinching  dedication  to  the  chase, Relentless characters who get a  
success to recover from being Shaken may take a single action.

Second Sight
Requirements: Novice, Spirit d6+
You have an uncanny sense of the supernatural. With a Spirit check you can read the aura of your immediate surroundings and nearby 

persons or objects. This allows you to gain a general impression of whether or not a place, person or object has a good or bad aura. You  
can also indicate whether or not a place has been visited recently by supernatural beings or if a person of object either is of supernatural  
origin or has had contact with something supernatural very recently. 

Talisman Craftsman
Requirements: Novice, Smarts d8+, Spirit d8+, Arcane Background (Magic or Miracles), Knowledge (Occult) d8+, arcane skill d8+
This is a magical version of the Gadgeteer Edge. Once per game session, a character with the Talisman Edge can create a magic device 

and imbue it with arcane energy. The device uses any power available to a magician or miracle worker in that setting (though this is still  
subject to Rank restrictions). It has half the creator’s Power Points. Once these are used up, they do not recharge. The ritual to imbue the  
object takes d20 minutes. Activating the device requires a Smarts (magic) or Spirit (miracles) roll.

Tower of Will
Requirements: Novice, Spirit d8+, Vigor d8+
Some people know their minds better than others and have trained to keep it that way. A character with this Edge may add +2 to any  

attempt to resist being mentally controlled by unnatural means, whether by a creature’s Special Ability, magical artifact, or magical spell.  
The +2 bonus also applies to resisting Tests of  Wills.
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Miracles & Magic

Arcane Background (True Faith)
Arcane Skill: Faith (Spirit)
Starting Powers: 2
This Background follows the rules of the AB Faith from Deadlands

Example: Christianity
Minor Sin : Lying, refusing aid to those in need, envying another's possession, gambling or drinking to excess
Major Sin : Theft, Turning away from those in dire need, Failing to take communion(Catholic), refusing to fight the forces of darkness
Mortal Sin : Adultery, Killing other then in self-defense, blasphemy, willingly aiding the forces of darkness

Available Powers:  Armor, Banish, Barrier, Beast Friend, Bless, Boost Trait, Consecrate, Deflection, Dispel, Elemental Manipulation  
(Air and Water), Protection, Sanctify, Smite, Stun, Succor 

Arcane Background (Ritual Magic)
Arcane Skill: Ritualism (Smarts)
Starting Powers: 2
Many claim to know the secrets of the occult but they only know what they 

read, they can not hear the words or see the gestures required to perform true 
magic. There are very few who have learned the secrets of ancient tongues, lost  
rituals and secret words. Learning the art of the ritualist takes years of extensive 
research and time consuming practice. 

  Backlash: Performing rituals is a slow and dangerous process. When 
casting a spell the character is unable to take any other action during the 
round and may only move half their pace. The caster requires speech and 
both hands to perform a ritual. If he is unable to speak he can not cast a 
spell at all. If he only has one free hand he suffers a -2 penalty on his 
casting roll. To offset any casting penalties the character can take time. 
Each round spent casting reduces any penalties on his dice rolls by 1.
On a failure on his casting the caster is shaken. On a roll of 1 on his skill 
die regardless of wild die he must roll 2d6 on the Backlash Table. If you 
roll snake-eyes you roll 3d6 and must take the two lowest results. It  is 
possible to suffer  backlash and still  succeed at  casting because of the 
Wild Die.

Available  Powers:  Armor,  Banish,  Barrier,  Boost/lower  Trait,  Confusion,  
Deflection, Detect/Conceal Arcana, Dispel, Elemental Manipulation, Entangle,  
Fear,  Havoc,  Light/Obscure,  Puppet,  Slow,  Slumber,  Stun,  Summon  Ally,  
Warriors Gift, Zombie
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Backlash Table (Under 
Construction)

2d6 Effect
2 You suffer 1 Wound and loose the ability 

to use your powers for d12 hours

3 You suffer 1 Wound and loose one die 
type of your casting skill for d10 Hours

4 – 5 You take a level of fatigue and loose one 
die type of your casting skill for d8 Hours

6 - 8 You are left shaken and loose one die type 
on your arcane skill for d12 Rounds. 

9 - 10 You are shaken and loose one die type on 
your arcane skill for d8 Rounds.

11 You are shaken and loose one die type on 
your arcane skill for d6 rounds

12 You tap into a particular potent source of 
magic and gain a die type on your arcane 
skill rolls for the next d10 hours.
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Equipment, Weapons & Relics

Requisition
Every Character starts with 2 requisition. You gain an additional 1 requisition each time when reaching Seasoned, Veteran, Heroic and  

Legendary Rank. After Legendary it can only be increased by taking the requisition edge. This edge is already available at novice rank for  
every character. All Equipment cost is written in requisition. A character can return an item he owns at any time while at the yard to regain  
his requisition points to choose something else with.

Equipment

Mundane Equipment
For one requisition point you can choose 4 mundane items. Examples include: ammunition, car, flashlight, handcuffs, toolbox, first aid  

kit, sunglasses, notebook, mobile phone, chalk, lighter, lockpicks, camera, backpack, rope, canteen, binoculars, etc. This list is by no 
means complete. When in doubt ask your GM.

Advanced Equipment
Each Item on this table costs 1 requisition point.

Equipment Table

Name Weight Notes
Adrenalin Injector - Incapacitated characters regain immediately consciousness. Single Use

Advanced Med Kit 2 Suffer no penalties when performing first aid.

Advanced Pick Set 1 +1 Lockpicking

Advanced Toolbox 5 +1 on Repair

Arm + Leg Protectors 5 AR2 against Bumps and Bruises

Camouflage Clothing 3 +1 Stealth in natural environment

Climbing Gear 5 +2 on Climb Checks

Dark Clothing 3 +1 Stealth in urban environment

Disguise Kit 5 When used +1 on Stealth while following someone

Electropick - Auto Lock pick at d6, no Wildcard, single use

Fine Clothes 3 +1 on Charisma when dealing with members of the Sex of attraction

Forensic Kit 5 +2 to notice when searching for clues on a crime scene

Gas Mask 2 Protects against damage from gas

Immunization Hypo - Gives you an immediate Vigor roll at +2 to resist disease or infection. Single Use

Laser Pointer - Reduces called shot modifiers by 1

Night Vision Googles 2 Character can see as if in daylight as long as not in total darkness

Painkillers - Ignore effects from 1 wound for d8 hours

PDA 1 +1 to Knowledge as long as net is available

Scope +2 Shooting at Medium Range or higher as long as you don´t move.

Silencer - Shots can not be heard anymore

Simple Cross - Creatures with weakness “Holy” suffer a -1 penalty on any action aimed at the wearer

Stylish Clothing 4 +1 Charisma when dealing with contacts
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Weapons

Ranged Weapons Table
Ranged Weapons

Name Range Damage ROF Cost Weight Shots Notes
Carbine 20/40/80 2d8 1 3 10 15 AP2

Crossbow, Repeater 15/30/60 2d6 3 3 12 36 AP2, Autofire, Stake

MP 12/24/48 2d6+1 3 3 10 30 AP1, Autofire

Pistol, Bolt 6/12/24 2d4 1 1 3 1 AP1, Stake

Pistol, Flare 3/6/12 2d6+1 1 1 4 1 1 round to reload, Fire

Pistol, Heavy 15/30/60 2d8 1 3 8 7 AP2, Semi Auto

Pistol, Light 12/24/48 2d6 1 1 4 17 AP1, Semi Auto

Revolver, Heavy 12/24/48 2d6+1 1 2 4 6 AP2, Revolver

Revolver, Light 12/24/48 2d6+1 1 1 3 6 AP1, Revolver

Shotgun, Pump Action 12/24/48 1-3d6 1 3 8 6 Shotgun

Shotgun, Sawed Off 5/10/20 1-3d6 1-2 2 6 2 Shotgun, Double Barrel

• Semi Auto, Revolver, Shotgun as in SWD
• Ammunition: Brother Ignatius and his brothers create all ammunition used by the section. Every bullet consists of silver in some form or  

another and are blessed by the monks. As such each weapon causes silver and holy Damage. 
• Each weapon comes with 2 magazines /reloads. Additional ammunition can be obtained as mundane equipment.
• Holy: Weapon only causes damage against creatures with weakness: holy
• Fire: A flare pistol striking a mummy (or something equally flammable) causes +4 damage and has a chance of catching it on fire as a  

flammable object. Against other targets, the damage is as listed, but there is a lesser chance of igniting the target’s clothing.

Melee Weapons Table
Melee Weapons

Name Damage Cost Weight Notes
Silvered Knuckles Str+d4 1 1 Considered Unarmed. -2 to be noticed when hidden

Silvered Dagger Str+d4 1 1 -

Silvered Short Sword Str+d6 2 4 -

Silvered Sword Str+d8 3 8 -

Silvered Axe Str+d6 3 2 AP1

Silvered Spear Str+d6 3 5 Parry +1

Stake Str+d4 1 1 Stake

Consecrated Cross Sp+d6 2 1 Req. True Faith, As simple cross, in addition Parry and 
Toughness +1. Attack is made with faith instead of fighting.

• All Weapons are consecrated by brother Ignatius and cause silver and holy damage
• Stake: Vampires can usually only be killed by driving a stake through their hearts.

Armor Table
Armor Table

Name Armor Cover Cost Weight Notes
Kevlar Vest +1 / +2 T 2 5 Melee / Ranged AR

Police Vest +2 / +4 T 3 8 Melee / Ranged AR

Leather Jacket +1 T, A 1 3
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Relics
Relics & Magic Items

Name Cost Notes
Blessed Medallion 1 Single use

Gnostic Gem 4 Unique

Holy Water 1 Single Use

Magic Chalk 1 Single use

Sphere of Light 4 Unique

The Herald’s Sword 4 Unique

Tunic of the Blessed 5 Unique

Vampire Pendulum 4 Unique

Relic Descriptions

Blessed Medallion
These medallions represent one of the Saints and are blessed by the holy church. When used by someone with true faith any evil  

creature touching such a medallion is immediately burned by holy fire. This consumes the medallion in the process. 

Name Range Damag
e

RO
F

Cost Weight Notes

Blessed Medallion 5/10/20 3d6 1 1 - Req True Fait, Melee or Thrown, Consumed upon use.

Gnostic Gem
The gnostic gem appears as a polished green gem with an engraving depicting snakelike creature. It contains powerful, forgotten magic  

that can be activated and unleashes it’s power against supernatural creatures. No one knows where or by whom it was created, but it has  
proven effective against enemies that are invulnerable to christian blessings. Once activated a blaze of greenish light and flame lashes  
outward of the gem and consumes anything in its way.

To activate the gem the character must spend a bennie. This can be done only once in a fight. Afterward place the thin end of the Cone  
Template at the character’s front. Targets within the template may make spirit rolls versus a spirit trait roll of the user to avoid the blaze.  
Those who fail suffer 2d10 magic damage. This counts as a Heavy Weapon.

Name Range Damage Cost Weight Notes
Gnostic Gem Cone 2d10 4 - Requires a bennie to activate, Magic

Holy Water
Holy water is reasonably clean water that has been blessed by an ordained or otherwise recognized priest of some sort. Undead and  

demons despise this blessed essence of life itself  and suffer severe reactions to contact  with it.  Non-Wild Card demons or undead  
contacted by holy water must make a Spirit roll or be Shaken. Wild Cards are automatically Fatigued instead, though it cannot render  
them Incapacitated. Holy water is usually delivered in one of three ways:

Splashed: The liquid is splashed from a container of some sort, such as a flask or canteen. This creates a cone-size spray. The attacker  
makes an Agility roll at +2 (due to the scattered nature of the spray). Victims make an Agility roll as well, and if they exceed the attacker’s 
total manage to dodge the spray and are unaffected.

Name Range Damag
e

RO
F

Cost Weight Notes

Holy Water, Splash SBT Special - 1 - -
Grenade: These are typically manufactured from water balloons, glass globes, or other containers likely to shatter on impact (they are  

not actual explosives). Most shatter in the size of a Small Burst Template and hold one pint of holy water. 
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Name Range Damag
e

RO
F

Cost Weight Notes

Holy Water, Grenade 5/10/20 Special - 1 - -

Magic Chalk
This Magic Chalk is one of the most basic tools available against supernatural threats. Originally a gift to John Sinclair by his Indian  

friend Mandra Korab, the recipe has been learned by brother Ignatius and his order. This chalk has a yellowish green hue and has more  
similarities with a wax pen then traditional chalk. It is created by combining the fat of various animals with specific herbs in a  precise 
ritual. Almost everyone with a basic understanding of the occult is able to use this Chalk to protect themselves from supernatural attackers

If the Chalk is used in any miracle or ritual it grants a +2 to the Arcane skill roll. Additionally The chalk can be used to create protective  
circles and barriers most supernatural beings have difficulty crossing. Each application requires a successful Knowledge (Occult) roll.

Protective circle: Roll at -1 The Circle is the size of an MBT. Everyone inside it receives a +1 Toughness against attacks and +1 to trait  
rolls to resist effects caused by supernatural foes or spells. The circle lasts one combat. Outside of combat it dissolves within a minute. 

Barrier: Roll at -2 The chalk can also be used to create a barrier. Any monster that wants to pass that barrier needs to succeed in an 
opposed Spirit roll against the creators Knowledge (Occult) roll. A monster can try again to breach it every round. The barrier lasts an  
entire combat. Outside of combat it dissolves within a minute.  It collapses immediately when a Ghost-hunter attacks through it.

Sphere of light
The Sphere of light is an orb with the size of a baseball cut from clear crystal and empowered with the force of light. While the sphere  

seems unbreakable and solid it always drifts toward the sky like a balloon. If you do not hold on to the orb it will disappear into the sky.

The owner can activate the orb by saying the command word “Verganz”, spending a bennie, and throwing it into the air. The orb lights  
up and sends out beams of light that flood the area all around the caster, the light so powerful it can be physically felt. Afterward the orb  
turns black as obsidian and crashes into the ground. It needs to lie in the sun for three days before the sphere can be activated again.

Name Range Damage Cost Weight Notes
Sphere of Light MBT 3d6 4 - Template centered on user, Magic

The Herald’s Sword
This old sword was found by the Ghost-hunter team lead by Todd Freemann during a case in the german Spessart. They used it to kill  

the Devourer of Souls, an ancient evil creature of the nether that was brought to Europe from Egypt by a corrupted Templar. It is assumed  
the sword has a similar origin, even though research is still ongoing. It seems to drain the wearer as much as the ones wounded by it.  
Because of that it is unclear if this Is really an object of light or darkness.

Name Damage Cost Weight Notes
The Herald’s Sword Str+d8 4 8 On every caused wound the wielder must succeed in a Spirit roll 

or suffer a wound himself.

Tunic of the Blessed
It is said that this tunic once belonged to a pilgrim that traveled to Jerusalem as a conqueror and returned as a man of peace. He had a 

vision from god on his journey. He discarded all of his possessions besides this tunic. The saga claims the tunic was touched by god and as 
impregnable as a french knight' s plate armor. Only dressed in this tunic he participated in many major battles and returned unscathed  
every time. When he went home he vowed to lay down his weapons and work as a man of god back home. He handed the Tunic off to a  
squire and from then one it was passed down from one Templar to the other until it ended up in the Yard's vault.

Name AR Cost Weight Notes
Tunic of the Blessed 4 5 2 Covers everything
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Vampire Pendulum
The pendulum originates from the time of Vlad Dracul. A Gypsy named Zunita was burned at the staked for being a blood drinker and  

servant of Dracula. From her ashes the pendulum was created by the gypsie Rangar. You can still see Zunitas face with heir two fangs on  
the front of the pendulum. The wearer of this pendulum can detect vampires with it. The eyes on the pendulum begin to glow, and the  
closer you are to a vampire the more the glow intensifies. In melee the light is so bright it hurts Vampires. The user can activate the special  
power by spending a bennie.

Name Range Cost Weight Notes
Vampire Pendulum Melee 4 - On activation causes confusion (as the spell) against Vampires 

Rules

Setting Rules in use:
Fanatics, Joker's Wild, Multiple Languages, No Power Points

Making Holy Water
Holy water is normal water blessed by an ordained member of  an organized religion that endorses generally good (non-destructive) 

tenets.  The “priest” must have the Arcane Background (True Faith) power.  Blessing a pint of water requires a Faith roll. The water  
remains blessed until used or actively despoiled.
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Character  Sheet Name Hindrances
Cul t ur e

Mod Per sonal i t y

Agil ity d Feat ur es

Boat ing d Cl ot hi ng

Dr iving d Quot e

Fight ing d Languages St art ing Edges
d Not es

Pi l ot ing d Char isma Pace + Run
Riding d Parry ( ) Toughness
Shoot ing d (Hal f  Fi ght i ng+2) (Hal f  Vi gor  +2; + AR f r om Chest )

St eal t h d Requisit ion
Thr owing d Armor AR Advances
             d Cover s WT ○○○○○ 5

Gear ○○○○○ 10

Smarts d WT ○○○○○ 15

Gambl ing d WT ○○○○○
I nvest igat ion d WT ○○○○○ 25

Medicine d WT ○○○○○ 30

Not ice d WT ○○○○○ 35

Repair d WT ○○○○○
Secur i t y d WT ○○○○○ 45

St r eet wise d WT ○○○○○ 50

Sur vival d WT ○○○○○ 55

Taunt d WT ○○○○○
Tr acking d WT ○○○○○ 65

Kn. Co mmo n d Smar t s WT ○○○○○ 70

Kn.                    d WT ○○○○○ 75

Kn.                    d Encumbrance (St r * ) WT ○○○○○
Kn.                    d

Weapons Range Damage AP Ammo St r Not es
Spirit d

I nt imidat ion d
Per suasion d
             d

○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊
Strength d ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊

At hl et ics d ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊ ○ ○ ○ ○ ◊
             d Powers PP Range Durat i on Ef f ect

Vigor d
             d

Wounds Fat igue

Lockpicking

20 S

40 V

60 H

80 L

Rof

Savage Sincla
ir

- 1 INC- 2 - 3 - 2 - 1

Automatic Fire -2 Shooting; roll dice equal to RoF plus 
Wild Dice | Aim +2 Shooting/Throwing if character does not 
move | Called Shots Limb (-2; may disarm), Head or Vitals 
(-4; +4 damage), Small Target (-4), Tiny Target (-6) | Defend 
+2 Parry;  character may take no other actions |  Disarm -2 
attack; defender must make Str roll vs. the damage or drop 
weapon | Double Tap/Three Round Burst +1/+2 attack and 
damage | The Drop +4 attack and damage | Finishing Move 
Instant kill to helpless foe with lethal weapon |  Firing into 
Melee See  Innocent  Bystanders  |  Full  Defense Make  a 
Fighting roll at +2 and it replaces your Parry (minimum of 
Parry);  no movement allowed;  can multi-action  |  Ganging 
Up +1 per additional  attacker;  maximum of  +4 |  Grapple 
Non-damaging Fighting roll  to  begin grapple;  raise  causes 
Shaken;  on  subsequent  rounds,  make  an  opposed  Str.  or 

Agility roll to damage or escape (on a Raise when escaping, 
defender  may  escape  and  act  normally)  |  Innocent 
Bystanders Each miss that comes up 1 on the Shooting dice 
hits   random,-adjacent  target;  Full-auto  Weapons  and 
shotguns  hit  bystanders  on  a  1 or  2  |  Nonlethal  Damage 
Incapacitation  cannot  kill  characters  |  Prone Lying  down 
gives  attackers  -2  Shooting;  may  rise  automatically  if 
attacked in  melee,  otherwise defender suffers  -2 Parry and 
Fighting |  Push Opposed Str. roll. Bash: Push the target 1” 
per success and raise on the Strength roll; Shield Bash: As 
bash plus Str damage, +1 for small, +2 for medium, +3 for 
large shield; Knock Prone: Defender knocked prone | Rapid 
Attack 3 Fighting attacks at –4; or up to 6 shots from Semi-
Auto  or  Revolver  at  –4  penalty  to  each  die;  -2  Parry  |  
Suppressive  Fire On  a  successful  Shooting  roll,  targets 

within Medium Burst Template must make a Spirit roll or be 
Shaken; those who roll 1 take damage |  Test of  Will Roll 
Taunt vs. Smarts or Intimidate vs. Spirit; on a success, gain 
+2 to next action against defender; on a Raise,  defender is 
also Shaken; situation should modify both characters’ rolls | 
Trick Describe trick then roll opposed Agility or Smarts roll;  
on  a  success,  defender  suffers  -2 to  Parry until  their  next  
action; on a Raise, they are also Shaken|  Two Weapons -2 
attack;  additional  -2  for  off-hand  if  not  ambidextrous  | 
Unarmed Defender Armed attacks get +2 Fighting |  Wild 
Attack First describe maneuver; then gains +2 Fighting, +2 
damage  and  -2  parry  until  next  action  |  Withdrawing 
Adjacent  foes  each  get  one  free  attack  at  the  retreating 
character
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